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Abstract. For agent-based modelling of collective phenomena, more and more agent models are employed that go 

beyond simple reactive behaviour. Such less trivial individual behaviours can be modelled either from an agent-

internal perspective, in the form of direct (causal) temporal relations between internal states of the agent, or from 

an agent-external, behavioural perspective, in the form of more complex input-output relations for the agent. Il-

lustrated by a case study on collective decision making, this paper addresses how the two types of agent models 

can be related to each other. First an internal agent model for collective decision making is presented, based on 

neurological principles. It is shown how by an automated systematic transformation from an internal agent model 

an abstracted behavioural model can be obtained, by abstracting from the internal states. The abstraction ap-

proach introduced includes specific methods for abstraction of internal loops, as often occur in neurologically 

inspired internal agent models, for example to be able to model mutual interaction between cognitive and affec-

tive states. As an example of a given behavioural agent model, an existing behavioural agent model for collective 

decision making incorporating principles on social diffusion is described. It is shown under which conditions and 

how by an interpretation mapping the obtained abstracted behavioural agent model can be related to this existing 

behavioural agent model for collective decision making. 
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1. Introduction 

Agent models used for collective social phenom-

ena with multiple agents traditionally are kept simple, 

and often are specified by simple reactive rules that 

determine a direct response (output) based on the 

agent’s current perception (input). This is a way in 

which complexity of the multi-agent system model 

can be kept limited. However, in recent years it is 

more and more acknowledged that in some cases 

agent models specified in the simple format as input-

output associations are too limited. Extending speci-

fications of agent models beyond the format of sim-

ple reactive input-output associations essentially can 



be done in two different manners: (a) by allowing 

more complex temporal relations between the agent’s 

input and output states over time, or (b) by taking 

into account internal states within the agents, and 

internal processes described by temporal (causal) 

relations between such states. Such less restrictive 

formats enable the use of agents, for example, with 

some form of memory, or agents that are able to 

gradually adapt their responses. 

Considering extended formats for specification of 

agent models used to model collective social phe-

nomena, of the two types (a) and (b) raises a number 

of (interrelated) questions: 
 

(1) When agent models of type (a) are used in so-

cial simulation, do they provide the same results 

as when agent models of type (b) are used?  

(2) How can an agent model of type (a) be related 

to one of type (b)? 

(3) Can agent models of type (a) be transformed 

into agent models of type (b), by some system-

atic procedure, and conversely? 
 

For the context of modelling collective social phe-

nomena, a first observation is that interaction be-

tween agents or with the environment is in principle 

assumed to be modelled as taking place via the input 

and output states of the agents; indeed, this can be 

considered as defining the notions of input and out-

put. This implies that the internal states in agent 

models of type (b) do not have a direct impact on the 

social process; agent models that show the same in-

put-output relations over time will lead to exactly the 

same results at the collective level, no matter what 

internal states occur. This suggests that for modelling 

social phenomena the internal states in such an agent 

model of type (b) could be hidden or abstracted away 

by transforming the model in one way or the other 

into a model of type (a). An interesting challenge 

here is how this can be done in a precise and system-

atic manner. 

The questions mentioned above are addressed in 

this paper based on notions such as ontology map-

pings and extensions thereof, temporal properties 

expressed in logical, numerical (difference equations) 

or hybrid (logical and numerical) formats, and logical 

and numerical relations between such temporal prop-

erties. Here the idea to use ontology mappings and 

extensions of them is adopted from [26], where such 

techniques are used to address reduction relations 

between (internal) cognitive/affective and neural 

agent models. However, as shown below, it turns out 

that these techniques can be worked out at the social 

level to relate (more abstract) agent models of type 

(a) to those of type (b) as well. This will provide a 

formal basis to address question (2) above. Moreover, 

based on such a formally defined relation, addressing 

question (1) it can be established that at the social 

level the results will be the same; this holds both for 

specific simulation traces and for the implied tempo-

ral properties (patterns) they have in common. It will 

be discussed how models of type (b) can be ab-

stracted to models of type (a) by a systematic trans-

formation, which has been implemented in Java, thus 

also providing an answer to question (3).   

 The approach is illustrated by a case addressing 

the emergence of group decisions. It is inspired by 

some basic principles from the neurological litera-

ture: body loops and as if body loops and somatic 

marking as a basis for individual decision making 

(see [6], [8], [9]), and mirroring of emotions and in-

tentions as a basis for mutual influences between 

group members (see [14], [17], [18]). Agent models 

inspired by neurological principles sometimes in-

clude internal loops, for example as if body loops, or 

loops involved in internal adaptation. Therefore spe-

cial attention is paid on how loops can be abstracted. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pre-

sents an internal agent model IAM for decision mak-

ing in a group, based on neurological principles, and 

modelled both in neural network format and in a hy-

brid logical/numerical format; cf. [4]. In Section 3 an 

existing (in numerical format) behavioural agent 

model BAM for group decision making is briefly 

described, and specified in the same hybrid format.  

In Section 4 first the internal agent model IAM in-

troduced in Section 2 is abstracted to a behavioural 

model ABAM, and next it is illustrated how a spe-

cific loop elimination technique can be applied, lead-

ing to abstracted by elimination behavioural agent 

model AEBAM as a variation of ABAM; the behav-

ioural agent models ABAM and AEBAM are shown 

to display comparable behaviour. Next in Section 5 it 

is shown how the behavioural agent model ABAM 

can be related to the existing behavioural agent 

model BAM, by means of an interpretation mapping, 

based on an ontology mappings between the ontolo-

gies used for ABAM and BAM. Relations to other 

work are discussed in Section 6. Section 7 concludes 

the paper. 



2. The Internal Agent Model IAM for Group 

Decision Making 

This case study concerns a neurologically inspired 

computational modelling approach for the emergence 

of group decisions, incorporating somatic marking as 

a basis for individual decision making, see [6], [8], 

[9] and mirroring of emotions and intentions as a 

basis for mutual influences between group members, 

see [14], [17], [18]. The model shows how for many 

cases, the combination of these two neural mecha-

nisms is sufficient to obtain on the one hand the 

emergence of common group decisions, and, on the 

other hand, to achieve that the group members feel 

OK with these decisions. 

Cognitive states of a person, such as sensory or 

other representations often induce emotions felt 

within this person, as described by neurologist 

Damasio [7], [8]. Damasio’s Somatic Marker Hy-

pothesis (cf. [6], [8], [9]), is a theory on decision 

making which provides a central role to emotions felt. 

Within a given context, each represented decision 

option induces (via an emotional response) a feeling 

which is used to mark the option. Thus the Somatic 

Marker Hypothesis provides endorsements or valua-

tions for the different options, and shapes an individ-

ual’s decision process.  

 In a social context, the idea of somatic marking 

can be combined with recent neurological findings on 

the mirroring function of certain neurons (e.g., [14], 

[17], [18]). Such neurons are active not only when a 

person prepares for performing a specific action or 

body change, but also when the person observes 

somebody else intending or performing this action or 

body change. This includes expressing emotions in 

body states, such as facial expressions. The idea is 

that these neurons and the neural circuits in which 

they are embedded play an important role in social 

functioning and in (empathic) understanding of oth-

ers; (e.g., [14], [17], [18]). They provide a biological 

basis for many social phenomena; cf. [14]. Indeed, 

when states of other persons are mirrored by some of 

the person’s own states that at the same time are con-

nected via neural circuits to states that are crucial for 

the own feelings and actions, then this provides an 

effective basic (biological) mechanism for how in a 

social context persons fundamentally affect each 

other’s actions and feelings, and, for example, are 

able to achieve collective decision making. Given the 

general principles described above, the mirroring 

function can be related to decision making in two 

different ways. In the first place mirroring of emo-

tions indicates how emotions felt in different indi-

viduals about a certain considered decision option 

mutually affect each other, and, assuming a context 

of somatic marking, in this way affect how by indi-

viduals decision options are valuated. A second way 

in which a mirroring function relates to decision 

making is by applying it to the mirroring of inten-

tions or action tendencies of individuals for the re-

spective decision options. This may work when by 

verbal and/or nonverbal behaviour individuals show 

in how far they tend to choose for a certain option. In 

the internal agent model IAM introduced below both 

of these (emotion and intention) mirroring effects are 

incorporated. 
Table 1 

State ontology used 

notation description 

SS sensor state 

SRS sensory representation state 

PS preparation state 

ES effector state 

BS body state 

c observed context information 

O option 

c(O) tendency to choose for option O 

b(O) own bodily response for option O 

g(b(O)) other group members’ aggregated bodily 

response for option O 

g(c(O)) other group members’ aggregated tendency 

to choose for option O 

 

An overview of the internal model IAM is given 

in Fig. 1. Here the notations for the state ontology 

describing the nodes in this network are used as 

shown in Table 1, and for the parameters as in Table 

2. Moreover, the solid arrows denote internal causal 

relations whereas the dotted arrows indicate interac-

tion with other group members. The arrow from PS(A, 

b(O)) to SRS(A, b(O)) indicates an as-if body loop that 

can be used to modulate (e.g., amplify or suppress) a 

bodily response (cf. [7]). 

This model can be described in a detailed manner 

in different forms. First it is shown how it can be 

described by a hybrid (cf. [4]) network specification 

NS which can be used in conjunction with a generic 

mechanism specification GNP for propagation of 

activation over such a network. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Overview of the internal agent model IAM for agent A 

 

Table 2 

Parameters for the internal agent model 

description parameter from to 

 

 

 

strengths of connections within agent A 

 

υSA  SS(A, S)  SRS(A, S) 

ω0OA  PS(A, b(O))  SRS(A, b(O)) 

ω1OA  SRS(A, c)   
PS(A, b(O)) ω2OA  SRS(A, g(b(O)))  

ω3OA  SRS(A, b(O))  

ω4OA  SRS(A, c)   
PS(A, c(O)) ω5OA  PS(A, g(b(O)))  

ω6OA  SRS(A, c(O))  

ζSA  PS(A, S)  ES(A, S) 

strength for channel for Z from agent B to agent A αZBA sender B  receiver A 

change rates for states within agent A λb(O)A change rate for PS(A, b(O)) 

λc(O)A change rate for PS(A, c(O)) 

 

 
NSS  Network Structure Specification  

incoming_connections_to(SS(A,S), SRS(A,S))    with S taking instances c, g(b(O)), g(c(O))  for options O 

incoming_connections_to(SRS(A, c), SRS(A, g(b(O))), SRS(A, b(O)), PS(A, b(O)) )   for options O 

incoming_connections_to(SRS(A, c), SRS(A, g(c(O))), PS(A, b(O)), PS(A, c(O)) )   for options O 

incoming_connections_to(PS(A, S), ES(A, S))   with S taking instances b(O), c(O)   for options O 
 

NVS  Network Values Specification  

connection_strength(SS(A,S), SRS(A,S), υSA)    with S taking instances c, b(O), g(b(O)), g(c(O)) for options O 

connection_strength(PS(A, b(O)), SRS(A, b(O)), ω0OA)   

connection_strength(SRS(A, c), PS(A, b(O)), ω1OA)   

connection_strength(SRS(A,g(b(O))), PS(A, b(O)), ω2OA)   

connection_strength(SRS(A, b(O)), PS(A, b(O)), ω3OA)   

connection_strength(SRS(A, c), PS(A, c(O)), ω4OA)   

connection_strength(SRS(A, g(c(O))), PS(A, c(O)), ω5OA)   

connection_strength(PS(A, b(O)), PS(A, c(O)), ω6OA )   

connection_strength(PS(A, S), ES(A, S), ζSA)   with S taking instances b(O), c(O) for options O 

change_rate(PS(A, S), λSA)    with S taking instances b(O), c(O) for options O 

PS(A, c(O)) 

    PS(A, b(O)) 

    ES(A, c(O)) 

    ES(A, b(O)) 

SRS(A,g(c(O))) 

 SRS(A, c) 

    SRS(A, g(b(O))) 

 SRS(A, b(O)) 

SS(A,g(c(O))) 

SS(A, c) 

SS(A,g(b(O))) 

υg(c(O))A 

υcA 

υg(b(O))A 

ω0OA 

ω1OA 

ω2OA 

ω3OA 

ω4OA 

ω6OA 

ω5OA 

ζb(O)A 

ζc(O)A 

  λb(O)A 

 λc(O)A 

 αb(O)AB 

αc(O)AB 

αb(O)BA 

  αc(O)BA 



 

 

 

Note that when adaptivity of connection strengths 

or other network values, is involved, the values pre-

specified in NVS can be considered initial values. In 

such a case, GNP can be extended by mechanisms to 

change such values. In hybrid logical/numerical for-

mat (cf. [4]) this is expressed as follows. Here →→ de-

notes a causal relationship, and the specification is 

assumed to be universally quantified over the free 

variables. 

 
GNP  Propagation of activation 

If  nodes N1, N2, N3 are the incoming connections to  

 node N 

   and the connection strength from N1 to N is ω1 

   and the connection strength from N2 to N is ω2 

   and the connection strength from N3 to N is ω3 

   and the change rate for node N is λ 

   and node N1 has activation level V1 

   and node N2 has activation level V2 

   and node N3 has activation level V3 

   and node N has activation level V 

then  node N will have activation  

 level V + λ f(V1, V2, V3, V) ∆t 

incoming_connections_to(N1, N2, N3, N)  & 

connection_strength(N1, N, ω1)  &   

connection_strength(N2, N, ω2)  &  

connection_strength(N3, N, ω3)  &   

change_rate(N, λ)  &  

activation(N1, V1) & activation(N2, V2) &  

activation(N3, V3)  &  activation(N, V)   

→→  activation(N, V + λ f(ω1V1, ω2V2, ω3V3, V) ∆t) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. From network representation to hybrid logical/numerical 

representation: NS |─ IAM 

 

Here f(ω1V1, ω2V2, ω3V3, V)  is a function that provides 

a value by which V is to be adjusted, given the in-

coming values ω1V1, ω2V2, ω3V3,, and λ is a change rate 

for V. As an example, when for f a combination func-

tion fc is used, for example, it can be defined as 
 

f(ω1V1, ω2V2, ω3V3, V)  =  fc(β, ω1V1, ω2V2, ω3V3) - V 

with     
    fc(β, V1, V2, V3)  = β (1-(1- V1)(1- V2)(1- V3)) + (1-β) V1 V2 V3.    

 

Here f(ω1V1, ω2V2, ω3V3, V)  is a function that provides a 

value by which V is to be adjusted, given the incom-

ing values ω1V1, ω2V2, ω3V3,, and λ is a change rate for V. 

As an example, when for f a combination function fc 

is used, for example, it can be defined as 
 

f(ω1V1, ω2V2, ω3V3, V)  =  fc(β, ω1V1, ω2V2, ω3V3) - V 
with  
    fc(β, V1, V2, V3)  = β (1-(1- V1)(1- V2)(1- V3)) + (1-β) V1 V2 V3.   

 

Deriving the internal agent model IAM from net-

work specification NS 

The generic specification GNP can be instantiated by 

specific information about the network structure as 

specified in NSS, to obtain a number of properties 

IP1 to IP6 according to the nodes in the network; this 

can be viewed as a form of partial knowledge compi-

lation. For example, for the node PS(A, b(O)) the fol-

lowing property can be derived (for some function g 

that still can be chosen): 
IP2  Preparing for a body state  
connection_strength(SRS(A, c), PS(A, b(O)), ω1)  &   

connection_strength(SRS(A, g(b(O))), PS(A, b(O)), ω2)  &   

connection_strength(SRS(A, b(O)), PS(A, b(O)), ω3)  &   

change_rate(PS(A, b(O)), λ)  &  

activation(SRS(A, c), V1)  &  activation(SRS(A, g(b(O))), V2)  &  

activation(SRS(A, b(O)), V3)  &   

activation(PS(A, b(O)), V)   

→→  activation(PS(A, b(O)), V + λ g(ω1V1, ω2V2, ω3V3, V) ∆t) 
 

When as a next step also the parameter values as 

specified in NVS are instantiated, indicated as in Ta-

ble 2, the following property can be obtained 
 

activation(SRS(A, c), V1)  &  activation(SRS(A, g(b(O))), V2)  &      

activation(SRS(A, b(O)), V3)  &  activation(PS(A, b(O)), V)   

→→  activation(PS(A, b(O)),  

V + λb(O)A g(ω1OAV1, ω2OAV2, ω3OAV3, V) ∆t) 
 

Using a slightly different format of representation 

(writing N(V) instead of activation(N, V)) this gets the 

form of property IP2* and similarly the other proper-

ties from IP1* to IP5* as shown below and derived 

from the network specification. 

 

Hybrid Specification of the Internal Agent Model 

IAM 

The following internal dynamic properties in hybrid 

logical/numerical format (cf. [4]) describe the agent 

A’s internal model IAM. 
 

IP1*  From sensor states to sensory representations 
SS(A, S, V)   →→  SRS(A, S, υSAV) 

GNP 

 
NSS 

   NVS IP2 

 

   IP4 

 
 IP3   

 

IP1 

 

  IP5 

 

IP2* 

 

   IP4* 

 
 IP3*   

 

IP1* 

 
  IP5* 

 



 

 

where S has instances c, g(c(O)) and g(b(O)) for options 
O. 
 

IP2*  Preparing for an emotion expressed in a body 

state  
SRS(A, c, V1)  &  SRS(A, g(b(O)), V2)   &  SRS(A, b(O), V3)  &  
PS(A, b(O), V) 

→→  PS(A, b(O), V + λb(O)A g(ω1OAV1, ω2OAV2, ω3OAV3, V) ∆t) 
 

IP3*  Preparing for an option choice  
SRS(A, c, V1)  &  SRS(A, g(c(O)), V2))  &  PS(A, b(O), V3)  &  
PS(A, c(O), V) 

→→  PS(A, c(O), V + λc(O)A h(ω4OAV1, ω5OAV2, ω6OAV3, V) ∆t) 
 

IP4*  From preparation to effector state  
PS(A, S, V) →→  ES(A, S, ζSA V) 

where S has instances b(O) and c(O) for options O. 
 

IP5*  From preparation to sensory representation of 

body state 
PS(S, V)  →→  SRS(S, ω0OAV) 

where S has instances b(O) for options O. 
 

Here the functions g(X1, X2, X3, X4) and h(X1, X2, X3, X4) 

are chosen, for example, of the form fc(β, X1, X2, X3) – X4, 

where fc(β, X1, X2, X3) =β (1-(1- V1)(1- V2)(1- V3)) + (1-β) V1 V2 

V3.    

 

Next the following transfer properties describe the 

interaction between agents for emotional responses 

b(O) and choice tendencies c(O) for options O. Thereby 

the sensed input from multiple agents is aggregated 

by adding, for example, all influences αb(O)BAVB on A 

with VB the levels of the effector state of agents B ≠ A, 

to the sum ΣB≠A αb(O)BAVB and normalising this by divid-

ing it by the maximal value ΣB≠A αb(O)BAζb(O)B  for it 

(when all preparation values would be 1). This pro-

vides a kind of average of the impact of all other 

agents, weighted by the normalised channel strengths. 
 

ITP Sensing aggregated group members’ bodily re-

sponses and intentions 

∧B≠A  ES(B, S, VB)  →→  SS(A, g(S), ΣB≠A  αSBAVB / ΣB≠A  αSBAζSB  ) 
 

where S has instances b(O), c(O) for options O. 
 

Note that the following logical implications are valid 

(hierarchically depicted in Fig. 2), since the IP prop-

erties were logically derived from the network speci-

fication: 
 

GNP & NSS  ⇒  IP1 GNP & NSS  ⇒  IP4  

IP1 & NVS  ⇒ IP1*  IP4 & NVS  ⇒ IP4* 

GNP & NSS  ⇒  IP2   GNP & NSS  ⇒  IP5  

IP2 & NVS  ⇒ IP2*   IP5 & NVS  ⇒ IP5* 

GNP & NSS  ⇒  IP3   IP3 & NVS  ⇒ IP3* 
 

This can also be summarised as NS |─ IAM, where |─ 

is a symbol for derivability. 

 

 
Table 3 

The values of the parameters of model IAM used in two simulation settings 

description parameter setting 1 setting 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

strengths of connections within agent A 

 

υg(c(O))A 0.65 0.55 

υcA 0.8 0.8 

υg(b(O))A 0.55 0.75 

ω0OA 0.8 0.9 

ω1OA 0.9 0.8 

ω2OA 0.7 0.6 

ω3OA 0.8 0.7 

ω4OA 0.9 0.8 

ω5OA 0.9 0.4 

ω6OA 0.8 0.7 

ζc(O)A 0.75 0.45 

ζb(O)A 0.85 0.55 

strength for channel for Z from any agent to any other agent αZBA 0.9 0.9 

change rates for states within agent A λb(O)A 0.3 0.2 

λc(O)A 0.2 0.2 

parameter of the combination function   fc(β, X1, X2, X3) β 0.6 0,6 

 



 

 

Based on the internal agent model IAT a number 

of simulation studies have been performed, using the 

MatLab environment [29]. Some results for two 

simulation settings with 10 homogeneous agents with 

the parameters as defined in Table 3 are presented in 

Figure 3. The initial values for SS(A, g(c(O))), SS(A, c), 

SS(A, g(b(O)) are set to 0 in both settings. 
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Fig. 3. The dynamics of  ES(A, b(O)), ES(A, c(O)), SRS(A, g(b(O))) and 

SRS(A, g(c(O))) states of an agent A from a multi-agent system with 

10 homogeneous agents over time for simulation setting 1 (above) 

and setting 2 (below) with the parameters from Table 3. 

 

As one can see from Fig. 3, in both simulation set-

tings the dynamics of the multi-agent system stabi-

lizes after some time. 

3. A Behavioural Agent-Based Model for Group 

Decision Making: BAM 

In [13], an agent-based model for group decision 

making is introduced. The model was designed in a 

manner abstracting from the agents’ internal neuro-

logical, cognitive or affective processes. It was speci-

fied in numerical format by mathematical (differ-

ence) equations and implemented in MatLab [29]. In 

this section, first in Section 3.1 a general agent-based 

model for social diffusion is briefly introduced and 

then in Section 3.2 this is used as a basis for an 

agent-based model for group decision making. 

3.1. An agent-based social diffusion model  

First a general agent-based social contagion or diffu-

sion model is described for any type of state S of a 

person (for example, an emotion or an intention 

state). This model is primarily based on ideas about 

social contagion or diffusion processes, and also 

loosely inspired by principles that became known 

from the neurological area. It was obtained as an in-

tegration and generalisation of two earlier agent-

based models for emotion contagion (absorption and 

amplification) introduced in [1, 2]. As a first step, the 

contagion strength for S from person B to person A is 

defined by: 
 

γSBA =    εSB ⋅ αSBA ⋅ δSA (1) 
 

Here εSB is the personal characteristic expressive-

ness of the sender (person B) for S, δSA the personal 

characteristic openness of the receiver (person A) for 

S, and αSBA the interaction characteristic channel 

strength for S from sender B to receiver A. The ex-

pressiveness describes the strength of expression of 

given internal states by verbal and/or nonverbal be-

haviour (e.g., body states). The openness describes 

how strong stimuli from outside are propagated in-

ternally. The channel strength is as before. 

To determine the level qSA(t) of an agent A for a 

specific state S the following model is used. First, the 

overall contagion strength γSA from the group towards 

agent A is calculated: 
 

γSA = ∑B≠A γSBA  = (∑B≠A εSB ⋅ αSBA )⋅ δSA (2) 
 

This value is used to determine the weighed im-

pact qSA*(t)  of all the other agents upon state S of 

agent A:  
 

qSA*(t)  = ∑B≠A γSBA ⋅ qSB(t)  / γSA  =  

∑B≠A εSB ⋅ αSBA ⋅ qSB(t)  / (∑B≠A εSB ⋅ αSBA  )   (3) 
 

How much this external influence actually changes 

state S of the agent A is determined by two additional 

personal characteristics of the agent, namely the ten-

dency ηSA to absorb or to amplify the level of a state 

and the bias βSA towards positive or negative impact 

for the value of the state. The model to update the 

value of qSA(t) over time is then expressed as follows: 
 



 

 

 qSA(t + ∆t) = qSA(t) +  γSA  c(qSA*(t), qSA(t)) ∆t   

      (4) 

with  

c(X, Y) =ηSA·[βSA·(1 - (1-X)·(1-Y)) +  (1 - βSA)·XY  ]  

+  (1 - ηSA)·X - Y 
 

Note that for c(X, Y) any function can be taken that 

combines the values of X and Y and compares the 

result with Y. For the example function c(X, Y) 

adopted as a kind of smallest common multiple from 

the two existing emotion contagion models, the new 

value of the state is the old value, plus the change of 

the value based on the contagion. This change is de-

fined as the multiplication of the contagion strength 

times a factor for the amplification of information 

plus a factor for the absorption of information. The 

absorption part (after 1 - ηSA) simply considers the 

difference between the incoming contagion and the 

current level for S. The amplification part (afterηSA) 

depends on the tendency or bias of the agent towards 

more positive (part of equation multiplied by βSA) or 

negative (part of equation multiplied by 1 - βSA) level 

for S. Table 4 summarizes the most important pa-

rameters and state variables within the model (note 

that the last two parameters will be explained in Sec-

tion 3.2 below). 
Table 4 

Parameters and state variables 
 

qSA(t) level for state S for agent A at time t 

eSA(t) expressed level for state S for agent A at time t 

Sg(S)A(t) aggregated input for state S for agent A at time t 

εSA extent to which agent A expresses state S 

δSA extent to which agent A is open to state S 

ηSA tendency of agent A to absorb or amplify state S 

βSA positive or negative bias of agent A on state S 

αSBA channel strength for state S from sender B to 

receiver A 

γSBA contagion strength for S from sender B to re-

ceiver A 

ωc(O)A weight for group intention impact on A ‘s inten-

tion for O 

ωb(O)A weight for own emotion impact on A ‘s intention 

for O 

 

This generalisation of the existing agent-based 

contagion models is not exactly a behavioural model, 

as the states indicated by the values qSA(t) still have 

to be multiplied by the expression factor εSA to obtain 

the behavioural states that are observed by the other 

agents. When for these states the notation eSA(t) is 

used, then the model can be reformulated as a model 

in terms of the behavioural output states eSA(t). 

Moreover, it is also possible to model the interaction 

between agents via aggregated input or sensor states 

sg(S)A(t) for S. Then, assuming that time taken by in-

teraction is neglectable compared to the internal 

processes, the following reformulation can be done. 

First the following aggregated sensoring state is 

modelled: 
 

        sg(S)A(t) = ∑B≠A αSBA ⋅ eSB(t)  / (∑B≠A εSB ⋅ αSBA  )      
 

Note that by (3) in fact sg(S)A(t) = qSA*(t). Next the model 

for eSA(t) can be found : 
 

eSA(t + ∆t) = εSA qSA(t + ∆t)  

  = εSA qSA(t) +  εSA γSA  c(qSA*(t), qSA(t)) ∆t     

  = eSA(t) +  εSA γSA  c(sg(S)A(t), eSA(t)/εSA) ∆t     
 

Thus in a straightforward manner the following 

behavioural model is obtained as a generalisation of 

the existing agent-based emotion contagion models: 
 

  sg(S)A(t) = ∑B≠A αSBA ⋅ eSB(t) /(∑B≠A εSB ⋅ αSBA)  (5) 

 

 eSA(t + ∆t) = eSA(t)  

              +  εSA γSA  c(sg(S)A(t), eSA(t)/εSA) ∆t (6) 

3.2. The behavioural agent-based group decision 

model BAM  

To obtain an agent-based social level model for 

group decision making, the abstract agent-based 

model for contagion described above for any decision 

option O has been applied to both the emotion states 

S and intention or choice tendency states S' for O. In 

addition, an interplay between the two types of states 

has been modelled. To incorporate such an interac-

tion (loosely inspired by Damasio’s principle of so-

matic marking; cf. [6], [9], the basic model was ex-

tended as follows: to update qSA(t) for an intention 

state S relating to an option O, both the intention 

states of others for O and the qS'A(t)  values for the 

emotion state S' for O are taken into account. Note 

that in this model a fixed set of options was assumed, 

that all are considered. The emotion and choice ten-

dency states S and S' for option O are denoted by 

b(O) and c(O), respectively: 
 

Expressed level of emotion for option O of person 

A: eb(O)A(t) 

Expressed level of choice tendency or intention for 

O of person A:  ec(O)A(t) 
 

The combination of the own (positive) emotion 

level and the rest of the group’s aggregated choice 

tendency for option O is made by a weighted average 

of the two: 
 



 

 

qc(O)A**(t)   =  (ωc(O)A/ωOA) qc(O)A*(t) + (ωb(O)A/ωOA) qb(O)A(t) 

        =  (ωc(O)A/ωOA) sc(O)A(t)  + (ωb(O)A/ωOA) eb(O)A(t) /εSA 

 

γc(O)A* = ωOA γc(O)A 
 

where ωc(O)A and ωb(O)A  are the weights for the con-

tributions of the group choice tendency impact and 

the own emotion impact on the choice tendency of A 

for O, respectively, and ωOA = ωc(O)A + ωb(O)A. Then the 

behavioural agent-based model for interacting emo-

tion and intention (choice tendency) contagion ex-

pressed in numerical format becomes: 
 

sg(b(O))A(t) = ∑B≠A αb(O)BA ⋅ eb(O)B(t)  /  

(∑B≠A εb(O)B ⋅ αb(O)BA  )     (7) 
 

eb(O)A(t + ∆t) = eb(O)A(t) +   

         εb(O)A γb(O)A c(sg(b((O))A(t), eb(O)A(t)/εb(O)A) ∆t (8) 

 

with as an example 

 

c(X, Y) = ηb(O)A·[βb(O)A·(1 - (1-X)·(1-Y)) + (1 - βb(O)A)·XY ]    

+  (1 - ηb(O)A)·X - Y 
 

 

sg(c(O))A(t) = ∑B≠A αc(O)BA ⋅ ec(O)B(t)  /  

(∑B≠A εc(O)B ⋅ αc(O)BA  )        (9) 
 

 

ec(O)A(t + ∆t) = ec(O)A(t)  

+ εc(O)A ωOA γc(O)A d((ωc(O)A /ωOA) sg(c(O))A(t)  

+ (ωb(O)A /ωOA) eb(O)A(t)/ 

εb(O)A, ec(O)A(t)/εc(O)A) ∆t  (10) 

 

with as an example 

 

d(X, Y) = ηc(O)A·[βc(O)A·(1 - (1-X)·(1-Y)) +  (1 - βc(O)A)·XY ]   

+ (1 - ηc(O)A)·X - Y 
 

 

Hybrid Specification of the Behavioural Agent 

Model BAM 
To be able to relate this model expressed by dif-

ference equations to the internal agent model IAM, 

the model is expressed in a hybrid logical/numerical 

format in a straightforward manner in the following 

manner, using atoms has_value(x, V) with x a variable 

name and V a value, thus obtaining the behavioural 

agent model BAM. Here s(g(b((O)), A), s(g(c((O)), A), 

e(b(O), A) and e(c(O), A) for options O are names of the 

specific variables involved. 
 

 

BP1  Generating a body state  
has_value(s(g(b(O)), A), V1)  &  has_value(e(b(O), A), V)  

→→  has_value(e(b(O), A), V + εb(O)A γb(O)A c(V1, V/εb(O)A)  ∆t) 
 

 

BP2  Generating an option choice intention 
has_value(s(g(c(O)), A), V1)  &  has_value(e(b(O), A), V2) &  
has_value(e(c(O), A), V) 

→→  has_value(e(c(O), A),  V + εc(O)A ωOA γc(O)A d((ωc(O)A /ωOA) V1  +  

(ωb(O)A /ωOA) V2/εb(O)A, V/εc(O)A)  ∆t) 
 

 

BTP Sensing aggregated group members’ bodily re-

sponses and intentions 

∧B≠A  has_value(e(S, B), VB)  →→  has_value(s(g(S), A), ΣB≠A  

αSBAVB / ΣB≠A  αSBAεSB ) 

 

In Section 5 the behavioural agent model BAM is 

related to the internal agent model IAM described in 

Section 2. This relation goes via the abstracted (from 

IAM) behavioural agent model ABAM introduced in 

Section 4. 

4. Abstracting Internal Model IAM to 

Behavioural Agent Model ABAM  

In this section two methods for behavioural model 

abstraction are described. First, in section 4.1 a 

method for abstraction of cognitive specifications by 

elimination of sensory representation and preparation 

atoms is presented. Then, in section 4.2 an abstrac-

tion technique is described which addresses elimina-

tion of internal loops based on equilibria. Both ab-

straction techniques proposed are compared and 

evaluated in Section 4.3. 

4.1. Abstraction by elimination of sensory 

representation and preparation atoms  

First, in this section, an abstraction method is de-

scribed for how from the model IAM by a systematic 

transformation, an abstracted behavioural agent 

model ABAM is obtained. In Section 5 it will be 

discussed how the two behavioural agent models 

ABAM and BAM can be related. In [21] an auto-

mated abstraction transformation is described from a 

non-cyclic, stratified internal agent model to a behav-

ioural agent model. As in the current situation the 

internal agent model is not assumed to be noncyclic, 

this existing transformation cannot be applied. In 

particular, for the internal agent model considered as 

a case in Section 2 the properties IP2* and IP3* are 

cyclic by themselves (recursive). Moreover, the as-if 

body loop described by properties IP2* and IP5* is 

another cycle. Therefore, the transformation intro-

duced here exploits a different approach. The steps in 

this transformation involve elimination of the internal 

atoms in turn (sensory representation atoms and of 

preparation atoms); see also Fig. 4. The transforma-

tion as described is based on the following of as-

sumptions on the internal agent model. The transfor-

mation can be applied to any internal agent model 

satisfying these assumptions. 



 

 

 

Assumptions underlying the transformation 

• Sensory representation states are affected (only) 

by sensor states and/or preparation states 

• Preparation states are affected (only) by sensory 

representation states 

• Effector states are affected (only) by preparation 

states 

• The time delays for the interaction from the effec-

tor state of one agent to the sensor state of the 

same or another agent are small so that they can 

be neglected compared to the internal time delays 

• The internal time delays from sensor state to sen-

sory representation state and from preparation 

state to effector state within an agent are small so 

that they can be neglected compared to the inter-

nal time delays from sensory representation to 

preparation states 

 

The abstraction method is described in a generic 

manner as follows. 

 

Description of the abstraction transformation 

1. Eliminate the sensory representation atoms in 

antecedents by replacing them by the (combina-

tion of) sensor atoms and/or preparation atoms on 

which they depend. 

2. Eliminate the preparation atoms in antece-
dents and consequents by replacing them by the 

effector states that depend on them. 

 

The proposed abstraction procedure has been im-

plemented in Java. The automated procedure requires 

as input a text file with a specification of an internal 

agent model and generates a text file with the corre-

sponding abstracted behavioural model as output. 

The transformation algorithm searches in the input 

file for the standard predicate names and the prede-

fined structures, then performs string transformations 

that correspond precisely to the described steps of the 

translation procedure, and adds executable rules to 

the output specification file. 

The computational complexity of the procedure is 

O(|M|*|N| + |L|*|S|), where M is the set of srs atoms 

in the IAM specification, N is the set of the srs state 

generation properties in the specification, L is the set 

of the preparation atoms and srs atoms in the loops in 

the specification, and S is the set of the effector state 

generation properties in the specification.  

The abstraction method will be illustrated in more 

detail by applying it to the internal agent model IAM. 

 

1.  Elimination of sensory representation atoms in 

antecedents 

It is assumed that sensory representation atoms 

may be affected by sensor atoms, or by preparation 

atoms. These two cases are addressed as follows 

 

a) Replacing sensory representation atoms by sensor 

atoms 

• Based on a property SS(A, S, V)   →→  SRS(A, S, υV) 

(such as IP1*), replace atoms SRS(A, S, V) in an an-

tecedent (e.g.,, in IP2* and IP3*) by SS(A, S, V/υ).  

b) Replacing sensory representation atoms by prepa-

ration atoms 

• Based on an as-if body loop property PS(A, S, V)   

→→  SRS(A, S, ωV)  (e.g., IP5*), replace atoms  

SRS(A, S, V) in an antecedent (e.g., in IP2*) by  

PS(A, b(O), V/ω). 

 

Note that this transformation step is similar to the 

principle exploited in [21]. It may introduce new oc-

currences of preparation atoms; therefore it should 

precede the step to eliminate preparation atoms. In 

the case study this transformation step provides the 

following transformed properties (replacing IP1*, 

IP2*, IP3*, and IP5*; see also Fig. 4): 
 

IP2**  Preparing for a body state  
SS(A, c, V1/υcA)  &  SS(A, g(b(O)), V2/υg(b(O))A)    

&  PS(A, b(O), V3/ω0OA)  &  PS(A, b(O), V) 

→→  PS(A, b(O), V + λb(O)A g(ω1OAV1, ω2OAV2, ω3OAV3, V) ∆t) 
 

IP3**  Preparing for an option choice  
SS(A, c, V1/υcA)  &  SS(A, g(c(O)), V2/υg(c(O))A))   
&  PS(A, b(O), V3)  &  PS(A, c(O), V) 

→→  PS(A, c(O), V + λc(O)A h(ω4OAV1, ω5OAV2, ω6OAV3, V) ∆t) 
 

2.  Elimination of preparation atoms in antecedents 

and in consequents 

Preparation atoms in principle occur both in ante-

cedents and consequents. This makes it impossible to 

apply the principle exploited in [21]. However, 

preparation states often have a direct relationship to 

effector states. This is exploited in the second trans-

formation step. 

• Based on a property PS(A, S, V) →→   ES(A, S, ζV)  

(such as in IP4*), replace each atom PS(A, S, V) in 

an antecedent or consequent by ES(A, S, ζV).  

In the case study this transformation step provides 

the following transformed properties (replacing 

IP2**, IP3**, and IP4*; see also Fig. 4): 
 

IP2**  Preparing for a body state  
SS(A, c, V1/υcA)  &  SS(A, g(b(O)), V2/υg(b(O))A)   &  ES(A, b(O), 

ζb(O)A V3/ω0OA)  &  ES(A, b(O), ζb(O)A V) 

→→  ES(A, b(O),  

ζb(O)A V + ζb(O)A λb(O)A g(ω1OAV1, ω2OAV2, ω3OAV3, V) ∆t) 
 
 



 

 

IP3**  Preparing for an option choice  
SS(A, c, V1/υcA)   &   SS(A, g(c(O)), V2/υg(c(O))A))   &   ES(A, b(O), 

ζb(O)A V3)   &   ES(A, c(O), ζc(O)A V) 

→→  ES(A, c(O), 

ζc(O)A V + ζc(O)A λc(O)A h(ω4OAV1, ω5OAV2, ω6OAV3, V) ∆t) 
 

By renaming V1/υcA to V1, V2/υg(b(O)A to V2 , ζb(O)A V3/ω0OA to 

V3, ζb(O)A V to V (in IP2**),  resp. V2/υg(c(O))A to V2¸ζb(O)A V3 

to V3, and ζc(O)A V  to V (in IP3**),  the following is ob-

tained. 

 
 

IP2***  Preparing for a body state  
SS(A, c, V1)   &   SS(A, g(b(O)), V2)   &  ES(A, b(O), V3)  &  ES(A, 
b(O), V) 

→→  ES(A, b(O), V + ζb(O)A λb(O)A g(ω1OAυcA V1, ω2OAυg(b(O))A V2, 

ω3OAω0OA V3/ ζb(O)A, V/ζb(O)A) ∆t) 
 

IP3***  Preparing for an option choice  
SS(A, c, V1)   &   SS(A, g(c(O)), V2)   &   ES(A, b(O), V3)   &   
ES(A, c(O), V) 
→→  ES(A, c(O), V + ζc(O)A λc(O)A h(ω4OAυcA V1, ω5OAυg(c(O))A V2, 

ω6OAV3/ζb(O)A, V/ζc(O)A) ∆t) 
 

 

Based on these properties derived from the internal 

agent model IAM the hybrid specification of the ab-

stracted behavioural model ABAM can be defined. 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. Abstraction steps from internal model to abstracted be-

havioural model: IAM |─ ABAM 

 

Hybrid Specification of the Abstracted Behav-

ioural Agent Model ABAM 

Note that in IP2*** V2 and V have the same value, 

so a slight further simplification can be made by re-

placing V3 by V. After renaming of the variables ac-

cording to 

 
ABP1 
V1 → W0 

V2   → W1 

V3   → W 

V   → W 

 
ABP2 
V1   → W0 

V2   → W1 

V3   → W2 

V    → W 

 

the following abstracted behavioural model ABAM 

for agent A is obtained: 
 

ABP1  Generating a body state  
SS(A, c, W0)  &  SS(A, g(b(O)), W1)   &  ES(A, b(O), W) 
→→  ES(A, b(O), W + ζb(O)A λb(O)A g(ω1OAυcA W0,  

           ω2OAυg(b(O))A W1, ω3OAω0OA W / ζb(O)A, W/ζb(O)A) ∆t) 
 

ABP2  Generating an option choice intention 
SS(A, c, W0)   &   SS(A, g(c(O)), W1)   &   ES(A, b(O), W2)   &   
ES(A, c(O), W) 
→→  ES(A, c(O), W + ζc(O)A λc(O)A h(ω4OAυcA W0,  

ω5OAυg(c(O))A W1, ω6OA W2/ζb(O)A, W/ζc(O)A) ∆t) 
 

ITP Sensing aggregated group members’ bodily re-

sponses and intentions 

∧B≠A  ES(B, S, VB)  →→  SS(A, g(S), ΣB≠A  αSBAVB / ΣB≠A  αSBAζSB  ) 
 

where S has instances b(O), c(O) for options O. 
 

Note that as all steps made are logical derivations 

it holds IAM |─ ABAM. In particular the following 

logical implications are valid (depicted hierarchically 

in Fig. 4): 
 

IP1* & IP5* & IP2* ⇒ IP2**  

IP4* & IP2** ⇒ ABP1 

IP1* & IP3* ⇒ IP3** 

IP4* & IP3** ⇒ ABP2 

 

Using the automated procedure the hybrid speci-

fication of ABAM has been obtained. With this 

specification simulation has been performed with the 

values of parameters as described in Table 3. The 

obtained curves for ES(A, c(O)) and ES(A, b(O)) are the 

same as the curves depicted in Fig. 3 for the IAM 

model. This outcome confirms that both the ABAM 

and IAM models generate the same behavioural 

traces and that the abstraction transformation is cor-

rect. 

4.2. Abstraction by elimination of loops based on 

equilibria  

In more complex internal models internal cycles 

may occur, for example, adaptive models based on 

some internal feedback or reinforcement principle, or 

models in which cognitive states affect affective 

states and these affective states in turn affect the 

same cognitive states. A specific example of this is 

the use of an as if body loop, as also occurs in the 

internal agent model IAM between SRS(A, b(O)) and 

PS(A, b(O)); see Figure 1. By the abstraction method 

described in Section 4.1 above this loop was elimi-

ABP1 

 

ABP2 

 

IP4* 

 

IP2* 

 
IP1* IP5* 

 

          IP3* 

 

IP4* 

 

IP2** 

 

IP3** 

 
Elimination of  

sensory representation 

atoms 

Elimination of  

preparation  

atoms 



 

 

nated for this case by replacing SRS(A, b(O)) by a pre-

vious state of PS(A, b(O)). However, loops can occur in 

internal agent models in different ways, and different 

methods can be developed to eliminate them. In this 

section an approach is described that addresses ab-

straction of such cyclic internal structures based on 

equilibria. The idea is that when such loops are proc-

essed with high speed, they will reach an equilibrium 

fast, and for the rest of the internal agent model, the 

equilibrium value can be used instead of the interme-

diate values. After the elimination of cyclic structures 

from an internal specification in this way, standard 

techniques (such as [21], [20]) can be applied to ob-

tain an abstracted behavioural specification. 

 

Assumptions underlying the loop elimination ap-

proach  

• Internal dynamics develop an order of magnitude 

faster than the dynamics of the world external 

to the agent. 

• Loops are internal in the sense that they do not 

involve the agent’s output states. 

• Different loops have limited mutual interaction; 

in particular, loops may contain internal loops; 

loops may interact in couples; interacting cou-

ples of loops may interact with each other by 

forming noncyclic interaction chains.  

• For static input information any internal loop 

reaches an equilibrium state for this input in-

formation. 

• It can be specified how the value for this equilib-

rium state of a given loop depends on the input 

values for the loop. 

• In the agent model the loop can be replaced by 

the equilibrium specification of 4. 

The idea is that when these assumptions are ful-

filled, for each received input, before new input in-

formation arrives, the agent computes its internal 

equilibrium states, and based on that determines its 

behaviour. The transformation for this abstraction 

method can be briefly described as follows. 

 

Description of the loop elimination transformation 
1. Formulate the equilibrium equations for the 

loops in the internal model 

2. Solve these equilibrium equations to obtain a 

specification to determine the equilibrium values 

depending on the inputs of the loop 

3. Replace the loop by the specification of the equi-

librium values 
  

 

This transformation will be illustrated in more detail. 

 

Loop elimination setup  

To address the loop elimination process, the follow-

ing representation of a loop is assumed 
 

has_value(u, V1) & has_value(p, V2)  →→ d,d,1,1   
 has_value(p, V2 + f(V1, V2)d)        

 

Here u is the name of an input variable, p of the loop 

variable, t is a variable of sort TIME, and f(V1, V2) is a 

function combining the input value with the current 

value for p, d is the duration of the time step.  

Note that an equilibrium state for a given input 

value V1 in (1) is a value V2 for p such that f(V1, V2) = 0. 

A specification of how V2 depends on  V1 is a function 

g such that f(V1, g(V1)) = 0. Note that the latter expres-

sion is an implicit function definition, and under mild 

conditions (e.g., ∂f(V1, V2)/∂V2 ≠ 0, or strict monotonicity 

of the function V2 → f(V1, V2)) the Implicit Function 

Theorem within calculus guarantees the existence 

(mathematically) of such a function g. However, 

knowing such an existence in the mathematical sense 

is not sufficient to obtain a procedure to calculate the 

value of g for any given input value V1. When such a 

specification of g is obtained, the loop representation 

shown above can be transformed into: 
 

has_value(u, V1)  →→ D,D,1,1  has_value(p, g(V1)) 
 

where D is chosen as a timing parameter for the proc-

ess of approximating the equilibrium value up to 

some accuracy level.  

To obtain a procedure to compute g based on a 

given function f, two options are available. The first 

option is, for a given input V1 by numerical approxi-

mation of the solution V2 of the equation f(V1, V2) = 

0. This method can always be applied and is not dif-

ficult to implement using very efficient standard pro-

cedures in numerical analysis, taking only a few steps 

to come to high precision. The second option, elabo-

rated further below is by symbolically solving the 

equation f(V1, V2) = 0 depending on V1 in order to 

obtain an explicit algebraic expression for the func-

tion g. This option can be used successfully when the 

symbolic expression for the function f is not too 

complex; however, it is still possible to have it 

nonlinear.  

In various agent models involving such loops a 

threshold function is used to keep the combined val-

ues within a certain interval, for example [0, 1]. A 

threshold function can be defined, for example, in 

three ways:  

(1)  as a piecewise constant function, jumping from 0 

to 1 at some threshold value 



 

 

(2)  by a logistic function with format 1/(1+exp(-σ(V1+ 

V2-τ)), or  

(3)  by a function β(1-(1- V1)(1- V2)) + (1-β) V1 V2.  

 

The first option provides a discontinuous function, 

which is not desirable for analysis. The third format 

is used here, since it provides a continuous function, 

can be used for explicit symbolic manipulation, and 

is effective as a way of keeping the values between 

bounds. Note that this function can be written as a 

linear function of V2 with coefficients in V1 as fol-

lows: 
 

f(V1, V2) =  β(1-(1- V1)(1- V2)) + (1-β) V1 V2 – V2 =  

- [(1- β)(1- V1) +β V1 ] V2 + β V1 
 

From this form it follows that  
       

∂ f(V1, V2) /∂ V2 =  

 ∂ -[[(1- β)(1- V1) +β V1 ] V2 + β V1]/∂ V2  = 

 - [(1- β)(1- V1) +β V1 ] ≤ 0  
 

This is only 0 for extreme cases: β = 0 and V1 = 1 or 

β = 1 and V1 = 0. So, for the general case V2 → f(V1, 

V2) is strictly monotonically decreasing, which shows 

that it fulfils the conditions of the Implicit Function 

Theorem, thus guaranteeing the existence of a func-

tion g as desired. 
 

Obtaining the equilibrium specification: single 

loop case 
Using the above expression, the equation f(V1, V2) = 0 

can be easily solved symbolically: V2 = β V1 / [(1- 

β)(1- V1) +β V1 ]. This provides an explicit symbolic 

definition of the function g: g(V1) = V2 = β V1 / [(1- β)(1- 

V1) +β V1 ]. For each β  with 0<β <1 this g is a strictly 

monotonically increasing function with g(0) = 0 and 

g(1) = 1. A few cases for specific values of the pa-

rameter β are as follows: (i) β = 0, g(V1) = 0; (ii) β = 0.5, 

g(V1) = V1 ; (iii) β =1, g(V1) = 1. 

 
 

Obtaining the equilibrium specification: interact-

ing loops case 

Interaction between two loops occurs when the out-

come of one loop is used as (part of) input in another 

loop; it may occur in two forms: monodirectional or 

bidirectional. In the monodirectional case the previ-

ously described method can be used in a straightfor-

ward manner one-by-one for each of the loops, first 

for the loop providing input for the other loop.  

The bidirectional case requires more elaboration. 

First it is assumed that the input from the other loop 

is combined with the externally provided input as 

follows: v1 = λ1(u1)p2  + µ1(u1) and v2 = λ2(u2)p1  + 

µ2(u2) where ui denotes the external input (what was 

indicated above by V2) for a loop i, pi the state of the 

loop (what was indicated above by V2), and λi and µi 

are functions of the external input ui. Special cases 

are:  

(1) λ1(u1) = w1  and µ1(u1) = w2 u1 , in which case 

they are combined according to a weighted sum,  

(2)  λ1(u1) = u1 and µ1(u1) = 0, in which case p2 acts 

as a modifier of the external input u1; e.g., an es-

timated degree of reliability of the incoming in-

formation  

(3) λ1(u1) = - [(1- β)(1-u1) +βu1 ] and  µ1(u1) =βu1 

which provides the combination function used in 

f(V1, V2) above. 

To solve the two coupled equations for this case a 

simplified notation is used: v1 = λ1p2  + µ1  and   v2 = 

λ2p1  + µ2.  
 

[( 1- β1)(1-(λ1p2  + µ1)) +β1(λ1p2  + µ1) ] p1 = 

β1(λ1p2  + µ1) 

[( 1- β2)(1-(λ2p1  + µ2)) +β2(λ2p1  + µ2) ] p2 = 

 β2(λ2p1  + µ2) 
 

These equations can be rewritten as follows: 
 

(2β1-1)λ1 p1 p2  +[ (1- β1)(1- µ1) +β1µ1 ] p1 = 

 β1(λ1p2  + µ1) 

(2β2-1)λ2 p1 p2  +[ (1- β2)(1- µ2) +β2µ2 ] p2 = 

 β2(λ2p1 + µ2) 

Multiplying the first equation by (2β2-1)λ2 and the 

second by (2β1-1)λ1 and subtracting them from each 

other provides one equation that can be rewritten into 

a form that provides an explicit expression of p2 in 

terms of p1: 
p2  = [ (2β2-1)λ2 [ ( 1- β1)(1- µ1) +β1µ1 +  

(2β1-1)λ1 β2λ2 ] p1 + (2β1-1)λ1 β2 µ2 –  

(2β2-1)λ2 β1µ1) ] / [ (2β1-1)λ1  

[ ( 1- β2)(1- µ2) +β2µ2 + (2β2-1)λ2 β1λ1]] 
 

Filling the expression for p2 in the second equation 

provides one equation in p1: 
 

 [( 1- β2)(1-(λ2p1  + µ2)) +β2(λ2p1  + µ2) ] 

 [ (2β2-1)λ2 [ ( 1- β1)(1- µ1) +β1µ1 + (2β1-1)λ1 β2λ2 ]  

p1 + (2β1-1)λ1 β2 µ2 - (2β2-1)λ2 β1µ1) ] / [ (2β1-1)λ1 

[ ( 1- β2)(1- µ2) +β2µ2 + (2β2-1)λ2 β1λ1]]  

= β2(λ2p1  + µ2) 
 

By solving this equation an explicit symbolic ex-

pression is obtained for p1 and for  p2. 

The two loops in the model IAM interact monodi-

rectionally, thus both these loops can be eliminated 

as shown above for the single loop case. As the result 

of the loop abstraction process, an intermediate 

specification IS is obtained, which can be further 

abstracted to the behavioural level using standard 



 

 

abstraction techniques for non-cyclic specifications 

(such as the one from [21]). 

First, the as-if body loop specified by the proper-

ties IP5* and IP2* is eliminated. To this end, the 

equation for the equilibrium state for emotion is ob-

tained as: 

 
fc(ω1OAV1, ω2OAV2, ω0OA ω3OAV3) – V3 = 0 

 

Here V1 is the sensory representation state value for 

option c; V2 is the sensory representation state value 

for g(b(O)), and V3  is the value for the preparation state 

for b(O); ω0OA , ω1OA, ω2OA, ω3OA are parameters defined in 

section 2. 

By solving this equation, the expression for V3 is 

found: 

     
      V3 = fa(V1, V2) = β ((1-ω1OAV1)( 1-ω2OAV2) - 1)/ 

                  (β ω0OA ω3OA(1-ω1OAV1)( 1-ω2OAV2) + 

 (1-β)ω0OA ω3OAω1OAω2OA V1V2-1) 
 

Thus, the first property in IS is the following: 

 
ISP1  Preparing for an emotion expressed in a body 

state  
SRS(A, c, V1)  &  SRS(A, g(b(O)), V2)   

 →→  PS(A, b(O), fa(V1, V2)) 

 

Then the second loop, involving properties IP3* 

and IP2* in the model IAM, is eliminated by deter-

mining the equilibrium for the intention state c(O): 

 
V = fc(ω4OAV1, ω5OAV2, ω6OAV3)  

 

Here V1 is the sensory representation state value for 

option c; V2 is the sensory representation state value 

for g(c(O)), and V3  is the value for the preparation state 

for b(O); ω4OA , ω5OA, ω6OA are parameters defined in sec-

tion 2. 

 

Thus, the second property in IS is the following: 

 
ISP2  Preparing for an option choice  
SRS(A, c, V1)  &  SRS(A, g(c(O)), V2))  &  PS(A, b(O), V3)  →→  

PS(A, c(O),  fc(ω4OAV1, ω5OAV2, ω6OAV3)) 

 
The properties IP1* and IP4* from IAM are not 

involved in any loops, therefore adopted in IS with-

out any modifications: 

 
ISP3  From sensor states to sensory representations 
SS(A, S, V)   →→  SRS(A, S, υSAV) 

where S has instances c, g(c(O)) and g(b(O)) for options 
O. 
 

ISP4  From preparation to effector state  

PS(A, S, V) →→  ES(A, S, ζSA V) 

where S has instances b(O) and c(O) for options O. 

 

Then, by applying the abstraction algorithm from 

[21] the following behavioural specification AE-

BAM is obtained from IS: 

 
AEBP1  Generating a body state  
SS(A, c, V1)   &  SS(A, g(b(O)), V2)  →→  ES(A, b(O), ζSA fa(υOA V1, 

υg(b(O))A V2)) 
 

AEBP2  Generating an option choice intention 
SS(A, c, V1)  &  SS(A, g(c(O)), V2)) &  SS(A, g(b(O)), V3)  

→→  ES(A, c(O), ζSA fc(υOA ω4OAV1, υg(c(O)A ω5OAV2, ω6OA fa(υOAV1, 

υg(b(O)AV3))) 

 

ITP Sensing aggregated group members’ bodily re-

sponses and intentions 

∧B≠A  ES(B, S, VB)  →→  SS(A, g(S), ΣB≠A  αSBAVB / ΣB≠A  αSBAζSB  ) 
 

where S has instances b(O), c(O) for options O. 

 

In the following section the abstraction methods 

from this and the previous section 4.1, and the behav-

ioural models ABAM and AEBAM produced by 

these methods are compared. 

4.3. Comparison of the abstraction approaches 

The abstracted models ABAM and AEBAM are 

compared by evaluating to which extent the behav-

iour produced by each of them approximates the be-

haviour generated by the internal model IAM. To 

this end, the root mean squared error measure is 

used:  

 

 

 

 

where N is the number of time points, fi is the 

value of an output of an abstracted model at time 

point ti, and yi is the value of the corresponding out-

put of the model IAM. 

Note that the error estimate for the model AE-

BAM depends on the choice of the timing parameter 

D, used to compensate for the difference in speeds of 

internal and external dynamics. According to the 

assumption 1 for AEBAM, internal dynamics de-

velop an order of magnitude faster than the dynamics 

of the world external to the agent. Thus, for the 

model evaluation two values of D were chosen: 

D=10 and D=30. The root mean squared error esti-

mates for both abstracted models are provided in 

Table 5; the dynamics of the outputs of the models 

being compared are depicted in Fig.5. 
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Table 5 

The root mean squared errors for the model outputs ES(b(O)) and 

ES(c(O)) in settings 1 and 2 

 

Model ES(b(O)) ES(c(O)) 

ABAM 0.017 0.026 

AEBAM 

(D=10/D=30) 

0.033 / 0.033 0.026 / 0.025 
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Fig. 5. Dynamics of the output state ES(A, b(O)) (above) and of 

the output state ES(A, c(O)) (below) generated by the models IAM, 

ABAM and AEBAM  

 

As one can see from the results, the ABAM 

model provides a slightly better approximation of the 

agent’s behaviour than the AEBAM model. Partially 

this can be explained by the fact that AEBAM ab-

stracts away the details of the dynamics of cyclic 

processes by replacing them with equilibrium states. 

This is particularly evident from the results for 

ES(b(O)), which is directly influenced by an as if 

body loop. However, the abstraction method used for 

AEBAM has a wider applicability than the one used 

for ABAM. In particular, the latter can handle mod-

els with simple single loops only, whereas the former 

can also be used to abstract models with interacting 

loops.  

As one can see from Table 5, there is almost no 

difference between the outcomes for D=10 and for 

D=30. However, for D < 10 the error estimates are 

higher. Thus, a factor of 10 difference assumed be-

tween the speeds of internal and external processes is 

sufficient to ensure the required approximation preci-

sion.  

Both abstracted models have comparable computa-

tional complexity: at every time point to calculate 

each output state of the model a corresponding single 

rule is used, defining a mapping of input states to the 

output state. 

5. Relating the Behavioural Agent Models BAM 

and ABAM 

In this section the given behavioural agent model 

BAM described in Section 3 is related to the behav-

ioural agent model ABAM obtained from the internal 

agent model IAM by the abstraction process de-

scribed in Section 4. 

5.1. Ontology mappings and interpretation mappings  

In this section the notion of interpretation mapping 

induced by an ontology mapping is briefly introduced 

(e.g., [12], pp. 201-263; [26]). 
 

 

Basic ontology mapping ππππ 
For example, suppose in some ontology state proper-

ties a2 and b2 are given: 
 

 a2  it is cold and dry  
 b2  it is warm 

 

Moreover, suppose that in another ontology, state 

properties a1 and b1 are given: 
 

 a1  the molecules have a low level of  

   movement and few molecules are pre 

   sent 

 b1  the molecules have a high level  

   of movement 
 

Then the state properties a2 and b2 can be related to 

state properties a1 and b1 respectively by an ontology 

mapping ππππ as follows: 
 

 ππππ(a2)  = a1  ππππ(b2)  = b1  
 

A given basic ontology mapping ππππ  can be extended 

to a mapping of (more complex) state properties in a 



 

 

straightforward, compositional manner, based on 

rules as: 
  ππππ(A & B)  =  ππππ(A)  &  ππππ(B)  

  ππππ(A ∨ B)  =  ππππ(A)  ∨  ππππ(B) 

  ππππ(A ⇒ B)  =  ππππ(A)  ⇒  ππππ(B)  

  ππππ(¬ A)  =  ¬ ππππ(A) 

 

Interpretation mapping ππππ* for dynamic properties 
Using compositionality a basic ontology mapping 

used above can be extended to an interpretation 

mapping for temporal expressions. As an example, 

when ππππ(a2)  = a1 , ππππ(b2)  =  b1, then this induces a map-

ping ππππ* from dynamic property a2 →→ b2 to a1 →→ b1 as 

follows: 
 

  ππππ*(a2 →→ b2)  =  ππππ*(a2) →→ ππππ*(b2)  =  

   ππππ(a2) →→ ππππ(b2)   =  a1 →→ b1 
 

In a similar manner by compositionality a mapping 

for more complex temporal predicate logical rela-

tionships A and B can be defined, using 
 

  ππππ*(A & B)  =  ππππ*(A)  &  ππππ*(B)   

  ππππ*(A ∨ B)  =  ππππ*(A)  ∨  ππππ*(B) 

  ππππ*(A ⇒ B)  =  ππππ*(A)  ⇒  ππππ*(B)   

  ππππ*(¬ A)  =  ¬ ππππ*(A) 

  ππππ*(∀T A)  =  ∀T ππππ*(A)  

  ππππ*(∃T A)  =  ∃T  ππππ*(A) 

5.2. Mapping the given behavioural model BAM onto 

the abstracted ABAM  

First, consider how a basic ontology mapping ππππ is 

defined. The atoms used in the behavioural model 

BAM are mapped by ππππ as follows: 
 

       ππππ(has_value(e(S, A), V)) =   ES(A, S, V)  

    where instances for S are b(O), c(O) for options O  

       ππππ(has_value(s(S, A), V)) =   SS(A, S, V)   

 where instances for S are g(b((O)), g(c((O)) for options O  
 

Next by compositionality the interpretation map-

ping ππππ* is defined for the specification of the behav-

ioural model BAM as follows: 
 

Mapping BP1  Generating a body state  

ππππ*(BP1) = ππππ*(has_value(s(g(b(O)), A), V1)  &  

  has_value(e(b(O), A), V)  

  →→  has_value(e(b(O), A), V + εb(O)A γb(O)A c(V1, V/εb(O)A)  ∆t) ) 

=  ππππ*(has_value(s(g(b(O)), A), V1)  &  has_value(e(b(O), A), V) ) 

       →→ππππ*(has_value(e(b(O),A),V + εb(O)A γb(O)A c(V1, V/εb(O)A)  ∆t)) 

=  ππππ*(has_value(s(g(b(O)), A), V1) )&ππππ*(has_value(e(b(O), A), V)) 

       →→ ππππ*(has_value(e(b(O),A), V + εb(O)A γb(O)A c(V1,V/εb(O)A) ∆t)) 

=  ππππ(has_value(s(g(b(O)),A),V1) )  &  ππππ(has_value(e(b(O), A), V)) 

       →→  ππππ(has_value(e(b(O), A), V + εb(O)A γb(O)A c(V1,V/εb(O)A) ∆t)) 

=  SS(A, g(b(O)), V1)  &  ES(A, b(O), V) →→  ES(A, b(O), V +  

     εb(O)A γb(O)A c(V1, V/εb(O)A)  ∆t)  
 

 

 

Mapping BP2  Generating an option choice intention 

ππππ*(BP2) = ππππ*(has_value(s(g(c(O)), A), V1)  &   

        has_value(e(b(O), A), V2) &  has_value(e(c(O), A), V) 

         →→  has_value(e(c(O), A), V + εc(O)A ωOA γc(O)A d((ωc(O)A /ωOA)  

          V1  + (ωb(O)A /ωOA) V2/εb(O)A, V/εc(O)A)  ∆t) ) 

= ππππ(has_value(s(g(c(O)),A),V1)) & ππππ(has_value(e(b(O),A),V2))  

   &  ππππ(has_value(e(c(O), A), V) ) 

       →→  ππππ(has_value(e(c(O), A), V +  

        εc(O)A ωOA γc(O)A d((ωc(O)A /ωOA) V1  + 

        (ωb(O)A /ωOA) V2/εb(O)A, V/εc(O)A)  ∆t) ) 

=  SS(A, g(c(O)), V1)  &  ES(A, b(O), V2)  &  ES(A, c(O), V) 

        →→  ES(A, c(O), V + εc(O)A ωOA γc(O)A d((ωc(O)A /ωOA) V1  +  

              (ωb(O)A /ωOA) V2/εb(O)A, V/εc(O)A)  ∆t)  
 

 

Mapping BTP Sensing aggregated group members’ 

bodily responses and intentions 

ππππ*(BTP) = ππππ*(∧B≠A  has_value(e(S, B), VB)  

    →→  has_value(s(g(S), A), ΣB≠A  αSBAVB / ΣB≠A  αSBAεSB ) ) 

= ∧B≠A  ππππ(has_value(e(S, B), VB))  →→  ππππ(has_value(s(g(S), A),    

      ΣB≠A  αSBAVB / ΣB≠A  αSBAεSB ) ) 

= ∧B≠A  ES(B, S, VB))  →→  SS(A, g(S), ΣB≠A  αSBAVB /  

ΣB≠A αSBAεSB ) 
 

So to explore under which conditions the mapped 

behavioural model BAM is the abstracted model 

ABAM, it can be found out when the following iden-

tities (after unifying the variables Vi, V and Wi, W for 

values) hold. 
 

ππππ*(BP1)  =  ABP1   

ππππ*(BP2)  =  ABP2   

ππππ*(BTP)  =  ITP 
 

However, the modelling scope of ABAM is wider 

than the one of BAM. In particular, in ABAM an as-

if body loop is incorporated that has been left out of 

consideration for BAM. Moreover, in the behav-

ioural model BAM the options O are taken from a 

fixed set, given at forehand and automatically con-

sidered, whereas in ABAM they are generated on the 

basis of the context c. Therefore, the modelling scope 

of ABAM is first tuned to the one of BAM, to get a 

comparable modelling scope for both models IAM 

and ABAM. The latter condition is achieved by tak-

ing the activation level W0 of the sensor state for the 

context c and the strengths of the connections be-

tween the sensor state for context c and preparations 

relating to option O can be set at 1 (so υcA = ω1OA = ω4OA 

= 1); thus the first argument of g and h becomes 1. 

The former condition is achieved by leaving out of 

ABAM the dependency on the sensed body state, i.e., 

by making the third argument of g zero (so ω0OA = 0). 

Given these extra assumptions and the mapped speci-

fications found above, when the antecedents where 

unified according to Vi ↔ Wi, V ↔ W the identities are 

equivalent to the following identities in V, Vi  



 

 

 

εb(O)A γb(O)A c(V1, V/εb(O)A)   =  

                      ζb(O)A λb(O)A g(1, ω2OAυg(b(O))A V1, 0, V/ζb(O)A) 

εc(O)A ωOA γc(O)A d((ωc(O)A /ωOA) V1  + (ωb(O)A /ωOA) V2/ 

                  εb(O)A, V/εc(O)A) =   

      ζc(O)A λc(O)A h(1, ω5OAυg(c(O))A V1, ω6OAυb(O)AV2/    

    ζb(O)A, V/ζc(O)A) 

ΣB≠A  αSBAVB / ΣB≠A  αSBAεSB   =  ΣB≠A  αSBAVB / ΣB≠A  αSBAζSB   
 

 

The last identity is equivalent to 
 

εSB  =  ζSB      
 

for all S and B  with αSBA > 0 for some A. When εSB  =  ζSB   

is assumed for all S and B (no fully isolated group 
members), the first two identities can be rewritten 
into: 

 

εb(O)A γb(O)A c(V1, V/εb(O)A)   =   

εb(O)A λb(O)A g(1, ω2OAυg(b(O))A V1, 0, V/εb(O)A) 

εc(O)A ωOA γc(O)A d((ωc(O)A /ωOA) V1  + (ωb(O)A /ωOA) V2/ 

                 εb(O)A, V/εc(O)A)  =   

εc(O)A λc(O)A h(1, ω5OAυb(O)A V2/εb(O)A, 

ω6OAυg(c(O))A V1, V/εc(O)A) 
 

Replacing V/εb(O)A by V, resp. V/εc(O)A by  V, this can be 

transformed into 
 

γb(O)A c(V1, V)   =  λb(O)A g(1, ω2OAυg(b(O))A V1, 0, V) 

ωOA γc(O)A d((ωc(O)A /ωOA) V1  + (ωb(O)A /ωOA) V2, V)  =   

                                λc(O)A h(1, ω5OAυg(c(O))AV1, ω6OAυb(O)AV2, V) 
 

There may be multiple ways in which this can be 

satisfied for all values of V1, U2, U. At least one possi-

bility is the following. Assume for all agents A 
 

λb(O)A  = γb(O)A  υb(O)A =  1 
λc(O)A  = ωOA γc(O)A  υg(S)A = 1 

 

for S is b(O) or c(O). Then the identities simplify to 
 

c(V1, U)   =  g(1, ω2OA V1, 0, V) 

d((ωc(O)A /ωOA) V1  + (ωb(O)A /ωOA) V2, V)  =   

                                             h(1, ω5OAV1, ω6OAV2, V) 
 

Furthermore, taking 
 

ω2OA  = 1  ω5OA  =  ωc(O)A /ωOA 

 ω6OA  =  ωb(O)A /ωOA 
 

the following identities result (replacing ω5OAV1  by V1 

and ω6OAV2  by V2) 
c(V1, V)   =  g(1, V1, 0, V)   

d(V1  + V2, V)  =  h(1, V1, V2, V) 
 

There are many possibilities to fulfil these identi-

ties. For any given functions c(X, Y), d(X, Y)  in the 

model BAM the functions g, h in the model IAM 

defined by 
 

g(W, X, Y, Z)  = c(W – 1 + X + Y, Z) 

 h(W, X, Y, Z)  = d(W – 1  + X + Y, Z) 
 

fulfil the identities g(1, X, 0, Z)  =  c(X, Z) and h(1, X, Y, Z)  

= d(X+Y, Z). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 7. Logical relations from network specification via internal 

agent model and abstracted behavioural model to behavioural 

agent model: NS |─ IAM |─ ABAM = ππππ(BAM) 

 

It turns out that for given functions c(X, Y), d(X, Y) in 

the model BAM functions g, h in the model IAM 

exist so that the interpretation mapping ππππ maps the 

behavioural model BAM onto the model ABAM, 

which is a behavioural abstraction of the internal 

agent model IAM (see also Fig. 5): 
 

ππππ*(BP1)  =  ABP1   

ππππ*(BP2)  =  ABP2   

ππππ*(BTP)  =  ITP 

As an example direction, when for c(X, Y) a thresh-

old function th is used, for example, defined as c(X, Y) 

=  th(σ, τ, X+Y) – Y with    th(σ, τ, V) = 1/(1 + e-σ(V - τ)), then for 

τ' = τ +1 the function g(W, X, Y, Z) = th(σ, τ', W+X+Y+Z)  - Z 

fulfils g(1, X, 0, Z) = c(X, Z). Another example of a func-

tion g(V, W, X, Y) that fulfils the identity when c(X, Z) = 

1 - (1 – X)(1 – Z) – Z is g(W, X, Y, Z) = W [1 - (1 – W)(1 – X)(1 – 

Z)] – Z. As the properties specifying ABAM were de-

rived from the properties specifying IAM (e.g., see 

Figs. 2 and 3), it holds IAM |─ ABAM, and as a 

compositional interpretation mapping ππππ preserves 
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derivation relations, the following relationships holds 

for any temporal pattern expressed as a hybrid logi-

cal/numerical property A in the ontology of BAM: 
 

BAM |─ A  ⇒⇒⇒⇒  ππππ(BAM) |─ ππππ(A)   

⇒⇒⇒⇒  ABAM |─ ππππ(A)  ⇒⇒⇒⇒  IAM |─ ππππ(A)   

⇒⇒⇒⇒  NS |─ ππππ(A)      
 

Such a property A may specify certain (common) 

patterns in behaviour; the above relationships show 

that the internal agent model IAM, and the network 

specification NS share the common behavioural pat-

terns of the behavioural model BAM. An example of 

such a property A expresses a pattern that under cer-

tain conditions after some point in time there is one 

option O for which both b(O) and c(O) have the highest 

value for each of the agents (joint decision). 

6. Relations to Other Work 

In this section it is discussed how the abstraction 

transformations presented here relate to other work.  

First the relation to the Behaviourist Perspective 

in Psychology and Philosophy of Mind is discussed. 

In the psychological and philosophical literature it is 

recognized that mental functioning can be considered 

both from an external and an internal perspective. 

From the external perspective, behaviour of the agent 

can be described by temporal relationships of a cer-

tain complexity between its input (stimuli) and output 

(actions) states over time, expressed in some (tempo-

ral) language, without any reference to internal or 

mental states of the agent. Such relationships are 

called input-output correlations by Kim [15], pp. 87-

91. Within Philosophy of Mind such a view is con-

sidered within the perspective of behaviourism [15]. 

The states of the agent are required to be publicly 

observable and the statements that describe these 

states should be intersubjectively verifiable [11]. Ac-

cording to the apologists of behaviourism Watson 

[28] and Skinner [23], internal states of the agent 

(mental or inner states) are considered to be method-

ologically intractable and unnecessary, since they are 

based on a personal subjective experience, and 

evaluations and can not be used for analysis and pre-

dictions of the agent behaviour. Descriptions from an 

external perspective can be successfully used for 

modelling relatively simple types of behaviour; e.g., 

stimulus-response behaviour [22].  

For less simple types of behaviour (e.g., adaptive 

behaviour based on conditioning) an external behav-

ioural specification often consists of more complex 

temporal relations, relating behaviour at a certain 

point in time to a possibly large number of inputs in 

the past (e.g., a training program), that can not be 

directly used for simulations or other types of analy-

sis. From the internal perspective the behaviour of 

the agent can be characterized by a specification of 

more direct (causal) temporal relations between men-

tal states of the agent, based on which an externally 

observable behavioural pattern is generated. The idea 

to abstract such internal relations (under certain con-

ditions) to a behavioural specification and formalise 

this in a computational manner as contributed by the 

current paper is new for this behaviourist perspective. 

Note that also transformations in the reverse direction 

are possible: from more complex temporal behav-

ioural specifications to internal specifications. Work 

contributing to formalised and automated support for 

that (‘anti-abstraction’) direction can be found in [20].  

The approach to eliminate loops can be related to 

work in the area indicated by quasi steady state ap-

proximation (GSSA) in computational modelling of 

chemical reactions; for example, see [19], [25], [24], 

[5]. This is an approach to address differential equa-

tion models in which some subprocesses run very 

fast compared to other subprocesses that run more 

slowly. The type of chemical models and objectives 

addressed is different from the cognitive models ad-

dressed here, where loop elimination is the main ob-

jective. 

In [4, 27] a wider perspective on abstraction lev-

els and abstraction relations is addressed. In [4] three 

different dimensions of abstraction are distinguished: 

the process abstraction dimension, the temporal di-

mension, and the agent cluster dimension. Thus a 

three-dimensional framework is obtained in which 

different types of multi-agent system models can be 

classified. In [27] a unifying formalisation is pre-

sented that can be used as a framework to specify 

interlevel relations for any of such dimensions. The 

approach is illustrated by showing how a variety of 

different types of abstraction relations between multi-

agent system models can be formally specified in a 

unified manner. The current paper focuses more in 

depth on only one of these dimensions, namely the 

process abstraction dimension, and within that di-

mension on the relation between two levels: behav-

ioural and cognitive. In contrast to the work in [4, 27], 

here automated methods are contributed to obtain 

more abstract specifications. 

The proposed approach may be applied for com-

paring and combining innate normative properties of 

agents and externally observable behaviour of agents, 

considered in [10]. In such a way, more realistic be-

haviour of agents may be obtained. 



 

 

In [16] an approach is proposed by which cogni-

tive structures of agents are related to social behav-

iour of groups of agents by simulation. This approach 

has the limitation that by simulation only particular 

cases (traces) of execution of the dynamics of a 

multi-agent system can be explored. This limitation 

does not apply to the approach proposed in this paper, 

as general relations between cognition and behaviour 

are established at the level of formal specifications. 

7. Conclusions 

This paper addressed how internal agent models 

and behavioural agent models for collective decision 

making can be related to each other. The relation-

ships presented were expressed for specifications of 

the agent models in a hybrid logical/numerical for-

mat. Two agent models for collective decision mak-

ing were first presented. First an internal agent model 

IAM derived from neurological principles modelled 

in a network specification NS was introduced with 

NS |─ IAM, where |─ is a symbol for derivability. 

Next, an existing behavioural agent model BAM, 

incorporating principles on social contagion or diffu-

sion, was described, adopted from [9].  

It was shown how the internal agent model IAM 

can be systematically transformed into an abstracted 

behavioural model ABAM (resp., AEBAM), where 

the internal states are abstracted away, and such that 

IAM |─ ABAM. The abstraction approach also ad-

dresses elimination of internal loops, as often occur 

in neurologically inspired agent models, for example, 

to model mutual interaction between cognitive and 

affective states, or internal adaptation techniques 

(modelling neurological plasticity). In contrast to 

ABAM, in AEBAM loops are eliminated based on 

equilibria. 

This generic transformation has been imple-

mented in Java. Moreover, it was shown that under 

certain conditions the obtained agent model ABAM 

can be related to the behavioural agent model BAM 

by an interpretation mapping ππππ, i.e., such that 

ππππ(BAM) = ABAM. In this way hybrid logi-

cal/numerical relations where obtained between the 

different agent models according to: 
 

NS |─ IAM |─ ABAM = ππππ(BAM)  
 

These relationships imply that, for example, collec-

tive behaviour patterns shown in multi-agent systems 

based on the behavioural agent model BAM are 

shared (in the form of patterns corresponding via ππππ) 

for multi-agent systems based on the models ABAM, 

IAM and NS. 

Glossary 

ABAM Abstracted Behavioural Agent Model 

AEBAM Abstracted by Elimination Behavioural  

 Agent Model 

BAM Behavioural Agent-Based Model 

GNP Generic Mechanism Specification for  

 Propagation 

IAM Internal Agent Model 

IS Intermediate Specification 

NS Network Specification 

NSS Network Structure Specification 

NVS Network Values Specification 
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